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An epic is a long narrative poem, 
relating heroic deeds and events 
significant to a culture or nation.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narrative_poem


The first epics were products of preliterate 
societies and oral poetic traditions. 
(In these traditions, poetry is transmitted to the audience 
and from performer to performer by purely oral means.)

Storytelling A bard A scriptorium

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literacy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Societies
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oral_history


1. An invocation to a muse at the beginning

2. A vast setting

3. Legendary heroes that embody the values of the civilization

4. Epithets--stock descriptions that help fill out the meter

5. Long lists

6. Long and formal speeches

7. Divine intervention on human affairs

Epics often include...

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epithets


20th	to	10th	
century	BC

A	timeline	with	selected*	Epics	

8th	to	6th	
century	BC

1st		
century	BC

8th	to	10th	
century	AD

Epic	of	Gilgamesh	(Mesopotamian)	
Enuma	Elish	(Babylonian)	
Ramayana,	ascribed	to	Valmiki	(Hindu)

Iliad,	ascribed	to	Homer	(Greek)	
Odyssey,	ascribed	to	Homer	(Greek)	
The	Shield	of	Heracles,	ascribed	to	Hesiod	(Greek)

Aeneid	by	Virgil	(Latin)

Beowulf	(Old	English)

Ancient

17th	
century	AD

14th		
century	AD

Paradise	Lost	by	John	Milton	(English)

The	Divine	Comedy	by	Dante	Alighieri	(Italian)
Medieval

Modern

*Note that there is a very Western and English bias to this list
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Beowulf
 An Introduction to the Epic Poem
With material taken from Seamus Heaney’s 
introduction and translation, and Wikipedia



Beowulf		
is	a	heroic	narrative,	

more	than	3000	lines	long,	
concerning	the	deeds		
of	a	Scandinavian	prince.



Beowulf		
Uights		
three		
monsters:	

Grendel,

Grendel’s	mother,

and	a	dragon.



The	poem	
contains	three	
funerals.



A	kenning		
is a type of literary trope, specifically circumlocution 
in the form of a compound (usually two words, often hyphenated) 
that employs figurative language in place of a more concrete single-word noun. 
Kennings are strongly associated with Old Norse and later Icelandic and Anglo-Saxon poetry. 

For example, Old Norse poets might replace sverð, the regular word for “sword”, with a more 

abstract compound such as “wound-hoe” (Höfuðlausn 8), or a genitive phrase such as 

randa íss “ice of shields” (Øxarflokkr 9).

This box is inscribed:

The bird tore the pale thief
I saw the how the corpse-cuckoo swelled.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trope_(linguistics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Circumlocution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compound_(linguistics)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noun
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icelandic_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-Saxon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Norse_poetry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sword
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H%C3%B6fu%C3%B0lausn
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genitive
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phrase


a caesura 
(also “cæsura” and “cesura”) 
is a complete pause 
in a line of poetry or in a musical composition.
μῆνιν ἄειδε θεὰ || Πηληϊάδεω Ἀχιλῆος
("Sing, o goddess, the rage || of Achilles, the son of Peleus.") -- The Iliad

Arma virumque cano // Troiae qui primus ab oris
(Of arms and the man, I sing. || Who first from the shores of Troy...) -- The Aenied

I loked on my left half    as þe lady me taughte
And was war of a womman    worþeli ycloþed
(I looked on my left side     as the lady me told)
(and was aware of a woman    worthily clothed.). -- Piers Ploughman



Accentual verse 
has a fixed number of stresses per line or stanza 
regardless of the number of syllables

Báa, baa, bláck sheep,    (4)  
Háve you any wóol?        (5)  
Yés sir, yés sir,                 (4)  
Thrée bags fúll;                (3)  
Óne for the más-ter,         (5)  
And óne for the dáme,     (5)  
And óne for the lít-tle boy (7)  
Who líves down the láne. (5)

N
um

ber of Syllabes

Baa Baa Black Sheep 
has two stresses in each line, 
but a varying number of syllables. 
(the number of syllables in each line is noted)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Line_(poetry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stanza


x    / x x x   /  x x      /  x  / x x
ek hlewagastir holtijar || horna tawidô
(I, Hlewagastir [son?] of Holt, made the horn.)x								/			x		x			x					/		x	x									/					x			/		x		x	

ek	hlewagastir	holtijar	||	horna	tawidô	
I,	Hlewagastir	son	of	Holt,	made	the	horn.

Alliterative	Verse

■ A long-line is divided into two half-lines. The first 
is called the a-verse, the second the b-verse

The core metrical features of traditional 
Germanic alliterative verse are:

■ A heavy pause, or cæsura, separates the verses.

■ both lifts in the a-verse alliterate with the first 
lift in the b-verse but not the second lift

■ Each verse usually has two strongly 
stressed syllables, or "lifts"

(Proto-Norse	
ca.	350	AD)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caesura

